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NOTES Ol!tGEAKEu TABS AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

By Wsmren A. ~cker

By use of the linearized theory, an analysfs was made of the tw-
dimensional, gemed, trail~dge fl-q-bab cambinaticm at supersonic
speeds to determine if, as at subsonic speeds, thfs ccmbhation could
be used to reduce the Mnge moments to extremely small values while
retaining a large part of the lift effectiveness of a plain flap having
the same ratio of flap chord to wiw chord.

The anal@.s indicated that the behavior of the twtiimensional
gesred tab arrangement at supersonic speeds is by no means as excelJent
as It is at subsonic speeds. Z the combination is de%igned to give
zero hinge mment due to control deflection, then the lift effectiveness
will also be zero. In order to produce a given lift, the geared flap
arrangement would require less pilot effort than wopld a plain flap
having the ssme fla~hord ratio, but the performance of the geared
arrangement could be equalled by a smdle=hord plain flap. It was
shown that the only advsntage the geared flap arrmgement possessed
over the mall-chord plain flap was the possibility of controlling the
hinge moment due to angle of attack.

A short analysis of the tw~nsimal, geared, lead~dge and
traili~dge flap combination is also included.

INTRODUCTION

One of the more interesting of the control+urface configuratims
that have been investigated at subsonic speeds is the geared, traili~
edge flap-tab combination. h reference 1 it was shown theoretically
that by a proper choice of gearing ratio this combination could give
nearly coqlek= hing~ nt bslance with a relatively hi@ lift
effectiveness. This theore~lcal snalysis was substantiated by an
experimental investigation at a low speed (reference 2). !l?hereis
other evidence, including flight-test data, to show that geared tabs
axe effective throu@ a wide range of subsonic speeds.

Because of the apparent excellence of the geared flap control
at subsonic syeeds, it was thought worth while to investigate its



characteristics at supersonic speeds. To this end, the--analysisof the
present paper was made. For simplicity, the analysis was made for a two-
dimensional thin-flat-platewi~flap cqnbinat.ionby use of the linearized

.

theory. —

The general equatioqs for the geaxed tralliqdge flap combination ●

also hold for the geared laading+dge and trailing+dge flap combinatim.
This arrangement is currently being cmsidered as a Qossible control for
supersonic speeds; therefore, a brief smalys.isof this case was also
included.

SYMBOLS

c

Cf

Ct

%

Ch
f

%t

h

‘f

%

M

~

a

airfoil chord

flap chord (tSeefigs. 1 -d 3)

tab chord (see figs. 1 and 3)

hinge+nome

()

nt coefficient of gesxed fla~tab combination ~
qcfa

hlnge+noment coefficient of flap

()

‘f
~

hinge+mnent coefficient of tab

()

%

q%2

hinge moment ofgesred fla tab combination about flap hinge
line (see figs. 1 and 3T

hinge moment about flap hinge
can be moved independently

hinge moment of tab about tab

Mach number

-c pressure

P=@=
angle of attack,

af flap deflection,
.

radians

radians (see

line when tab is not geared but
of flap (see figs. 1 and 3)

hinge line (see figs. 1 and 3)

.

“

figs. land3)

t5t tab deflection, radi~s (,~eefigs. 1 d 3)

.-
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JUUIYSIS JOIDDISCUSSION

Geared traili~ d~e flaps.– The control~ace configuration,
consisting of two serially hinged flaps located at the wing trailing
edge and gesred to move at a certain rate abt~af witi respect to
each other, is shown in figure 1. For convenience, the larger of the
two surfaces will be called the flap; the smaller, the tab. This is the
mangement Investigated theoretically in reference 1 end experimentally
in reference 2 (for low subsonic speeds). For either the subsonic case
or the supersonic case, the following equations apply:

(1)

(2)

(3)

The various parameters required in these equations for the supersonic case
are easily found from the linearized theory for supersonic flow after the
menner of reference 3, and are listed & the following page:

.
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% 2

x=–i

(4)

act—=%
au ~

If these expressions are substituted in equations (l), (2), and (3), then
one obtains

.

(5)
,

(6)

(7)

A.

.
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The present con+x?ol~ace
arrang~nt can be compared with a @sin

flap having the same flap+hord ratio by noting that for the plain fh~

so that

(8)

,

Fqy.ation(U) cen be expressed in te~ of either equation (X2) or
eqyatlon (13). Thus,

(9)

(lo)

(D)

(if?)

(13)

(14)
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dCh/dbf

(dch/dbf) ‘~[tih’dapf+(:-l~(Ct/Cf)2 (dch/da)
pf

Equations (14) and (15) are plotted in figure 2.. The uyper branches s

dch/da
of the curves for

(dCh/dcZ)pf
me for the cas-e:in which the lift comes

.-——
from the flap

~
and the tal is used for IwiLance of hinge moments (ordi~

balancing tab ; the lower lranches are for a linkage such that the flap
is used for hinge+mnent balance, and the tab produces the lift (lifting
tab). Because the da/d8f curve is symmetrical for the two cases, only—.
one branch is plotted.

It is evident from the curves of fi~e 2.that for a geared mrange-
ment designed to produce a given reduction in _dch/dbf (colnparedwith a

plain flap of the same size) there will be a fixed reduction in da/dbf,
but by selecting values of %/cf and a~t~~f the val~e of “h/ti ,=
can be ad~usted over a wide rsnge. —.

dCh
It is noted that, if a geared arrsngementl,jsdesigned to give ~ = O,

Uv
List. f
— = - obviously a not very practical control.

‘hen ‘f ‘ecessity d~f
This

is the essential difference between the geared ~sngement at low subsonic
and supersonic speeds. (As noted in the “Introduction,” for the subsonic
case both dch/dbf and dch/dcL could le made-terj close to zero with not

too great a 108s in da/d5f.) This behavior of the geared-tab arrangement

at supersonic speeds is perhaps more eaaily seen if it is postulated that
the lift produced by deflection of the ccmlination is zero. T3en, within
thelimits of the linearized theory the trailing edgedm”s not move verti-
cally with respect to the “chordline of the airfoil, and-simple work

—

considerations show that the work (and therefore the hinge moment) required
to deflect the system is zero.

It csn be shown that, in two41mensional supersonic~low, for both
the gemed arrangement and for the ylain flap the actual_hinge moment .
(not hinge+noment coefficient) required to produce a given lift at a
fixed angle of attack is directly proportional_to da/d8f. Consider, for
example, three cases: a 0.50c plain flap, a 0.50c geued e.rz%ngement
designed to have a dCh/d~f one-quarter that of the 0.504 plain flap,

and a 0.25c plain flap. Both the 0.50c geared ~angemeni and the
0.25c plafn flap will have one-half the da/d86 of the 0.50c plain

flap; therefore, to produce a given lift eithe~ arrangement will require
only one4walf the pilot effortthat would be fie~dedwith &he 0.50c plain
flap. Thus, the only advantage a geared arran@nent has.over a small _.
plain flap is the possibility of controlling dch/du. --

There is no assurance that the behavior of the geeoxidtab in a
given three-dimensional case will be similar to”that indicated by the
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preceding saalysis of the twtiimensional case. For exsmpls, some
preliminary calculations for a geared trianguleflap – triangul~tab
combination on a triangular wing (using reference 3 to obtain the various
parameters) indicated that the performance of this particular three-
dlmensional arrangement was aven worse thsm indicated by the two-
dimensional ~SiS. Of course, there is no reason that some other
thre~imensional arrangement should not show better characteristics.

me effect of a finite airfoil thickmess on the numerical velues
presented in figure 2 was briefly investigated by using the theoretical
pres~e+iistrlbution data of reference 4. A dou~le+edge airfoil of
5.2&percent thiclmess (6° included angle) was used with a 0.500 flap
end a 0.50cf tab. The calculations were made for a Mach number of 2.0.
!l%eresults indicated that for the conventional bslancing tab errmge-
ment the effect of airfoil thickness on the lift and hinge+uoment
characteristics was negligible. For the lifting tab arrangement,
however, a loss of about 15 percent in lift effectiveness was obtained
with little effect on the hinge+noment characteristics.

Geared leadi~~ e and traili~dg e flaps.- Equations (l), (2),
and (3] can be shown to apply also to the geared leadi~dge and
‘traili~dge flap arrangement shown in figure 3. The parameters for
this case are listed below:

% 2—= -—
aaP

I

>

(16)
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Following the same ~rocedure as for the preceding smalysis, there
results

da/d5f % at

(d@J,f ‘–-

=I+cfwr

%Jdbf . ~

(%l~~f)yf -(%;CJ
[

1-

Equations (20) and (21) are plotted in figure 4.

1
2

1

J

1
2

dCh/dG

(dch/da)yf

It is important to

(17)

.—

.

(18)
—.

(19) _

(20)

(21)

dch/da
note that the lower branches of the curvEM fcr correspond

(dch/@]pf
da/d8f

-to the upper branch of the curve for — and conversely.

@@f)pf
Ct -

The curves of figure 4 show that for — = 1 ‘DOth dch/dbf and
%?

.

m

..

dCh/dU can be made zero, and the lift effectiveness will be equal to
that of a plain trailin&edge fla~ having an area equal to the combined

●

sxeas of the flap and tab. Again, it is pointed out that there wUJ. be
important three-dimensional effects for memy cases.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

.

For flow at subsonic speeds, it has previously been shown that a
geared traili~dge flap arrangement can be designed to give both dch/d~
and dch/da very near to zero, with a relatively mall loss in da/d8f
com~red tith a plain fla~ of the same chord. The present smslysis of the
two+llmensional geared flap arrangement in supersonic flow (based on the
linearized theory) indicates that, if d~/~f is made zero, then da/d5f
will also be zero. The only advantage of the geared sxrangement over a
small+hord plain flap is that for the ge=ed flap the yarameter. dch/da
can be controlled within wide limits. Of-course, three~nsional effects
may either improve or worsen the behavior indicated by the analysis of
the twc-dimensional case.

The corresponding analysis for the twtiimensional, geared, leadi~
edge and traili~dge flap ~angement in supersonic fluw indicates that,
if the leadi~dge smd traili~dge flaps”have the ssme chord, both dch/d5f

and d~/da can be made zero, with the lift effectiveness equal to that UP
a plain traili~dge flap having a chord equsl.to the sum of the chords G?
the lead~dge and traili~dge flaps. For this arrangement, too,
three-dimensional effects must be considered.

*

Iangley Memorisl Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Ccamnitteefor Aeronautics

wey Field, Ta.
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(a) Dimension ~tation.

.

.

—

.

(b) Deflection notation.

.

Figure 1.- TwO-dimensional,geared,trailing-edge flap-tab
combination.
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(a) Dimension notation.

.

“

(b) Deflection notation.

Figure 3.- Two-dimensional.geared,leadtig- and trailing-edge
flap combination.
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